
From: zwicky@Turing.Stanford.EDU (Arnold Zwicky)
Newsgroups: soc.motss
Subject: Re: request for a student
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2004 17:40:43 +0000 (UTC)
Organization: changeable mammoths
Summary: the pain of change

in article <4042de50@news101.his.com>, david feuer <feuer@his.com> recoils:

Arnold Zwicky wrote:

in editing other people's work, i used to make "data" always
plural and change "alternate" to "alternative" when choices were
at issue, but i gave up on that long ago.

Why on earth would you give those up?

because the language has changed.  and the new, now predominant, usages are perfectly
clear.

i don't myself use the new usages, but i can't see any reason to object to them.  hell, i
don't use "e-mail"/"email" as a count noun ("we got lots of e-mails yesterday"), but stick
to its original usage as a mass noun, exactly parallel to "mail" ("we got lots of e-mail
yesterday"), and i spell it with its original hyphen, even though the newer hyphenless
spelling (sternly recommended by, among others, don knuth) is shorter and contains no
nonalphabetic characters; but i don't amend other people's writing and i don't object to the
hyphenless and count versions.

i still amend adjective "predominate"
to "predominant"

People write predominate?  What could it mean?

the adjective "predominate" (with unstressed final syllable) means 'which predominates'
(the verb, which has secondary stress on its final syllable).  according to Merriam-
Webster's Dictionary of English Usage, this adjective has been around since the 16th
century, and in fact appeared in print a bit before the verb did.  it's always been a
minority alternative to "predominant", but it's attested in respectable publications
throughout the last four centuries.  in editing, i replace it with the majority alternative, but
i don't regard it as some sort of moral lapse.

(and make "alumni" always plural)

Oh, don't get me started.  UGH.  The abuse of that word is painful
to the ears.



it's not my choice, and the majority of serious writers are with me, so i edit it.  but as a
Distinguished Alumni -- that's how the award describes me -- of my high school, and as a
linguist who understands the attractions of the usage (the available singulars are alumna",
"alumnus", and "alum", each of which is problematic in some way), i can't get very
exercised about it.

yes, the word "alumni" is plural *in latin*.  so is the word "agenda".  in ordinary
language, "agenda" has fully shifted its usage to singular, "media" (referring to means of
communication) is nearly there, and "alumni" is moving in that direction.  it's a perfectly
reasonable change, which eliminates an oddity in the noun forms of english and provides
useful singulars.

so, it's not your way and it's not mine, but why should the usage give you *pain*?

, but i have no
defense for this other than that it's an eccentric crotchet of
mine.

You are defending traditionalists like us from the painful forces of
language change through ignorance.

ignorance is not at issue, except in the sense that people who use the new versions are
ignorant of the fact that some alternative *used to* be the only version available, or the
majority option, or the usage insisted on by textbooks.  you yourself are undoubtedly
ignorant of the fact that "nice" once meant 'ignorant', that "silly" once meant 'blessed',
that "debt" was originally not spelled with a <b>, that "author" was originally spelled
<autor> and pronounced with a stop t, not a fricative, and so on.  should i be pained at
your ignorance?

everything changes, and language changes too (but not with drastic speed, since we need
to be able to understand one another).  there's no reason for linguistic changes to cause
pain, especially if no one obliges *you* to change.  you can keep your endearing old-
fashioned crotchets, like the counterfactuals "were i your teacher" and "if i were your
teacher" (i do), and so long as people can still understand you, there's no problem.  you
do have to extend to others the generosity of trying to understand *them*, of course, but
that's how language works in general.

you characterize yourself as a "traditionalist", without restriction. do you oppose change
in general, not just in language?  i suppose, then, that you object to the decriminalization
of homosexual acts, to same-sex marriage, etc., and perhaps even to interracial marriage,
suffrage for women, and other social changes that have occurred during the past century.
if not, why not?  why is language special?

i'll bet, in fact, that you're far from a "traditionalist" with respect to language.  i'll bet you
have adopted many new usages (including some objected to in textbooks) without
realizing it and have no problem with them.  you've just decided to object to *certain*



new usages, namely the ones you don't use yourself.  (if i had a large enough sample of
your writing and were willing to spend the time on analysis, i'm sure i could demonstrate
this; i've done this for other people.)

zotling

From: zwicky@Turing.Stanford.EDU (Arnold Zwicky)
Newsgroups: soc.motss
Subject: Re: request for a student
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2004 19:38:05 +0000 (UTC)
Organization: slippery mammoths
Summary: slippery slope

in article <c1vsir$sgh$1@news.Stanford.EDU>, i
<zwicky@Turing.Stanford.EDU> address language change:

everything changes, and language changes too (but not with drastic
speed, since we need to be able to understand one another).  there's
no reason for linguistic changes to cause pain, especially if no one
obliges *you* to change.  you can keep your endearing old-fashioned
crotchets, like the counterfactuals "were i your teacher" and "if i
were your teacher" (i do), and so long as people can still
understand you, there's no problem.  you do have to extend to others
the generosity of trying to understand *them*, of course, but that's
how language works in general.

i've said things like this many times on soc.motss (though david feuer is new enough that
he won't have seen any of the earlier versions), and virtually every time someone
responds with withering scorn, saying that i'm proposing to abandon all standards in
favor of an anything-goes stance, a position that will lead to chaos and the degeneration
of the language into mere grunts and squeals, or at least into something like ebonics.

to start with, what i said earlier in my posting was hugely more nuanced than "anything
goes".

in any case, the criticism is the same silly slippery-slope argument being advanced
against the decriminalization of homosexual acts (if we let those folks do *that*, then
soon people will be fucking their dogs) and same-sex marriage (if we let those folks
marry, then soon people will be *marrying* their dogs): civilized life as we know it
will come to an end.

the criticism is even sillier in the case of language, since there are no institutions for
enforcing prohibitions in general.  i can rail against stranded prepositions or the loss of
the subjunctive or nominative coordinate objects ("between you and i") or whatever
offends me (for the record: stranded prepositions are entirely standard; i continue to use
the old subjunctive but have absolutely no problem with the constructions that have



mostly replaced it; and i don't like nominative coordinate objects, don't use them, and edit
them away, though i don't think that people who use them are either stupid or evil), but i
can't actually force people in general to conform to my tastes. and there are no language
police to call in to enforce my tastes.

i do alter some usages when i edit.  and when i'm serving in my role as an instructor in
formal standard written english, i advise my students to avoid various nonstandard,
colloquial, and specifically spoken usages; i am, in effect, giving instruction in a special
dialect of english, to be used for special purposes.  occasionally, i'll tell a student that
something they write or say might make some people judge them badly, though i'm
always uneasy about this; it's a lot like telling a campy friend to tone it down because
some people might judge them badly.

but i can't halt linguistic changes, even in concert with legions of teachers, editors,
textbook writers, and promulgators of linguistic prescriptions.  nobody can.

given this, the best advice i can give is to do what suits you and not to mess with other
people.  and not to get all hot and bothered about people who don't do things your way.

nonstandard and colloquial usages always have a rationale of their own, and nonstandard
and colloquial varieties are (at least) as systematic and patterned as formal standard
varieties.  they are devalued either because they are innovative or (most often) because
of social judgments about the people who use them.  period.  they are not a reversion to
some animal-like uncivilized state.

(suppose, in fact, that we all *did* start speaking african american vernacular english
(a.k.a. ebonics) and lost our knowledge of other varieties of english.  that would be a loss
-- the loss that i just mentioned, of other varieties of english.  but that's the same kind of
loss we'd experience if we all switched to french, or spanish, or swahili and lost our
knowledge of english.  we'd get along fine in ebonics (or french or whatever).
civilization would go on.)

the point is that nonstandard, colloquial, and innovative varieties aren't something to be
feared.  i'm *not* recommending that you should take up a nonstandard variety, or use
specifically colloquial forms in formal writing, or anything of the sort.  i'm just preaching
tolerance.

i know, i know, why can't we all just get along...

zotling


